Automated most-probable loss tomography of thick selectively stained biological specimens with quantitative measurement of resolution improvement.
We describe the technique and application of energy filtering, automated most-probable loss (MPL) tomography to intermediate voltage electron microscopy (IVEM). We show that for thick, selectively stained biological specimens, this method produces a dramatic increase in resolution of the projections and the computed volumes versus standard unfiltered transmission electron microscopy (TEM) methods. This improvement in resolution is attributed to the reduction of chromatic aberration, which results from the large percentage of inelastic electron-scattering events for thick specimens. These improvements are particularly evident at the large tilt angles required to improve tomographic resolution in the z-direction. This method effectively increases the usable thickness of selectively stained samples that can be imaged at a given accelerating voltage by dramatically improving resolution versus unfiltered TEM and increasing signal-to-noise versus zero-loss imaging, thereby expanding the utility of the IVEM to deliver information from within specimens up to 3 microm thick.